The city of College Place has been developing an industrial complex or park for several years. Currently, there are two units sited Banner Bank and Gilberts Autoplex. During the planning stage they were contacted and were presented information on high pressure liquid and natural gases. A fact sheet has been included as attachment A detailing the events of that meeting.
The purpose of this presentation is to show what the City has done to prevent any serious condition in the event of a pipe failure. The picture shows what is on the ground and the distance between both buildings. It was suggested that a 600 ft. radius should be considered as a guideline between occupied buildings and high pressure pipeline. Reference was directed to the information provided in the handout which are covered in the fact sheet A.
Fact sheet

Public meeting (council) 27 April 2010

Background information:
College Place has a 8 inch hp lateral (William) extending through Walla Walla County. The line terminate at a transfer station adjacent to SR 11 within a proposed development.

Information:
An introduction CCOPS used the format 'basic message'

Handouts:
A. MRSC Cities and towns with Interstate Pipelines within City or within one mile of city limits
B. A map showing both the map showing the pipeline and secondly an aerial view.

Presentation: Reviewed MRSC planning near pipelines
A. Para about the funding of planning near pipelines
B. Stakeholders and their roles
C. The three options to local governments.

A telephone list of contact personnel
A. MRSC...Jim Doherty. Number
B. PS Trust.. Carl Weimar .Number

Query for comments: none'
Consensus they will be in touch
Point of contact: Rick Newby 509 529 1200 'city hall'

Submitted Art Coulombe CCOPS member